QUESTION BANK – CLASS III – COMPUTER
HALF-YEARLY
CH- 1 USES OF COMPUTERS

Q1. Multiple choice questions:
(1) Computers are used by ______ to design clothes:
a. Engineers
c. Architects
b. Fashion Designers
d. Doctors
(2) Computers are used by ______ to design artwork:
a. Artist
c. Architects
b. Fashion Designers
d. Doctors
(3) Full form of e-mail is :
a. Electronic mail
c. Electric mail
b. Electronic male
d. eel-mail
(4) Piece of information of a particular person or object:
a. Animated movies
c. Record
b. Notices
d. Circulars
(5) ATM stands for :
a. All Time Machine
c. Animated Teller Machine
b. Automated Teller Machine
d. Any Time Machine
(6) Computers are used in ______ to type and print documents
a. Space research
c. Offices
b. Hospitals
d. Library
Q2. Fill in the blanks:
a. Computers are used in _______ to prepare medical reports and
maintain patient’s records.
b. Computers are used in ______ to maintain customer’s information.
c. Computers provide data about other planets through _______.
d. Kungfu Panda and Shrek are called _______.
e. Computers are used in the school ______ to keep record of books.
F. Computers are used by ________ during wartime.
Q3. Short Answer Questions:
a. What is designing? Give two examples where computers are used to
design.
b. What does a bank use a computer for?
c. Why are computers used in Railway stations and Airports?
d. How is computer used for studying space?
Q4. Very Short Questions:
a. Full form of ATM?
b. Full form of e-mail?
c. What is a record?
d. What are animated movies?
e. How does a computer help a teacher in schools?
f. How does a computer help doctors in hospitals?

CHAPTER 2 – OPERATING SYSTEM(WINDOWS 7)
1. It is the most important software that runs on a computer:
a. Icon
c. Desktop
b. Operating System d. Pictures
2. It is the most commonly used operating system:
a. Windows
c. Linux
b. Mac
d. CPU
3. Small pictures on the desktop are called:
a. Icon
c. Desktop
b. Operating System
d. Pictures
4. This is a long horizontal bar located at the bottom of the screen:
a. Icon
c. Taskbar
b. Operating System
d. Pictures
5. This OS allows only one user to log on to the computer at a time:
a. Single user operating system c. Multi-user operating system
b. Operating system
d. Windows
6. Which one of these is not an example of multi-user operating system:
a. Linux
c. Windows 2000
b. Unix
d. Windows 7
Q2. Fill in the blanks:
1. ______ is one of the versions of Windows operating system.
2. ______ is an example of single –user operating system.
3. The desktop contains Start button, __________ and several other icons.
4. The first screen that appears after logging in is called _____________
5. The taskbar is the long horizontal bar located at the ________ of the
screen.
Q3. Short Answer Questions:
1. What is meant by booting of a computer?
2. What is meant by Log on screen?
3. What is a desktop?
4. Give 2 examples of single user operating system.
5. Give 2 examples of multi user operating system.
6. Name any two latest versions of Windows.
7. Name any two popular operating system for smart phones and tablets.
Q4. Very Short Questions:
a. What is the full form of GUI?
b. What is the full form of CLI?
c. What is an icon?

d. Which is the latest version of Windows operating system?

CHAPTER 3 – TUX TYPING
A. Choose the correct option:1. Which of these is not the difficulty level in games?
a. Easy b. Tough c. Medium d. Hard
2. Which of the following is unit for typing speed?
a. rpm b. Spm c. Ipm d. wpm
3. What is the full form of wpm?
a. Words per minute b. Words per memory c. week per minute d. windows per minute
4. To see the instructions to play each game, click thea. Instructions option b. Game option c. Play option d. Start option
B. Fill ups1. The default language of tux typing is _______________
2. When the city is destroyed in comet zap, the game __________
3. ______________ is a free type tutor program created for children.
4. The funny _______________ in tux typing makes gaming all the more interesting.
5. __________________ is the second game provided by tux typing.
C. State True/False:
1. The basic idea of comet zap is to catch the fish by typing the letters displayed in the fish.____
2. The ideal positioning of your fingers on the keyboard is determined by Left hand and Right hand
positioning._____
3. Tux typing can be downloaded free from http://tux4kids.alioth.debian.org/tux
type/download.php . _____
4. The letters or words in Fish Cascade should be typed slowly. _____
5. Tux Penguin Mascot is the star of Tux Typing games. _____
D. Answer the following questions:
1. What do you mean by Tux Typing?
2. Name various languages that tux typing supports.
3. Name two video game style activities which Tux Typing includes.
4. How does tux typing help the learners?
E. Answer the following questions in detail.
1. List some features of tux typing.
2. What does the red dot on the hand suggest?
3. What do you mean by Fish Cascade? List the steps to start playing the game.
4. How can we start tux typing?
5. What is the basic idea behind Comet Zap game?

